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Abstract 

The study concerning an experimental learning material was carried out in the primary school. A specific 
feature of the innovative material is topic based on notions related to physics. Seven years old pupils’ 
pre-knowledge of scientific notions have been analysed in the current study. A sample of the vocabulary 
suggested by the physicists was tested with different groups of respondents: pupils of the first grade, pu-
pils additionally involved in extracurricular activities in the club “Friend of Science” and the students 
of a teacher training department. The notions selected by the physicists denote the phenomena of energy, 
space science, atomic and digital study area that up till now were not included in the actual primary 
school curriculum. As a result of this study, the fact has to be reported that the pupils – not having had 
any previous lessons on these themes – have given 72% right answers altogether, but the pupils involved 
in the special club, know nearly all presented notions. There are conclusions drawn from the current study 
for compiling of texts for beginning reader and for introducing the scientific themes in primary school 
lessons. 
Key words: beginning reading, primary education, reading material, vocabulary, zone of proximal de-
velopment.  

 
Introduction

current research is related to a very practical attempt of a group of young physicists, who 
would try to develop a textbook for the pupils of the first year of the primary school (7 years 
old in Estonian school). The group is internationally recognized, even repeatedly, as a finalist 
of the european commission descartes’ communication prize in 2006 for the activity of the 
science bus called Big Dipper (Descartes 2007, 14) and the team of the best educational TV 
show called Rakett 69 (Rocket 69, Eurovision TV Summit 2012, 7). Also the young researchers 
are granted by the Estonian Physical Society for their popularizing activity (Estonian Academy 
of science yearbook 2012, 160). 

according to their experience with children’s audience the work group of physicists 
began to compile the reading materials for beginning reading. the vocabulary presented by 
them was tested by the experts of the primary school didactic in the current study, to analyse the 
appropriateness of the material for the pupils in the first school year. 

Problem of Research

to justify the research problem mainly two discourses have to be spotlighted: reading 
studies and promotion of science for children. from one side reading research points out, that 
pupils need texts motivating for them. reading material proposed in the school has to be rel-
evant by its content and various by its sort and style (Bettelheim 1982, Hiebert & Martin 2003, 
OECD 2010, Puksand & Kerge 2011, Uusen & Müürsepp 2012, Vaik-Luga 2013). From other 
side growing demand by society to empower the education in science is remarkable already 
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during decades. there are strategies worked out to motivate different groups like teachers, re-
searchers and other agents to develop their teaching activities and educational environment to 
raise the level of education and research. All these strategies influence curriculum development 
to look for new opportunities to intensify learning process.  (Knowledge-based Estonia 2007-
2013, Sustainable Estonia 21) 

although the results of international studies concerning estonian pupils’ academic skills 
in science are relatively high, leaders of educational system worry about the fact, that only a 
small number of the pupils had expressed their interest to solve the problems in science (Henno 
2008). The topic of the textbooks may motivate to deal with the issues of science. 

however, comparing estonian textbooks with teaching materials of other countries, lätt 
(2010) has detected, that many themes concerning physics and specially space are ignored in 
estonian materials, although these are treated in other countries. heli lätt is also experienced as 
a supervisor of children’s space club, thus she proposed many concrete notions and sub-themes 
which would be introduced earlier than these are presented in contemporary school practice, 
while the issues related to space flights, space observation and research are very motivating for 
pupils already beginning from their young age. (Lätt 2010) 

Innovation in contemporary science teaching for the first school stage has to be charac-
terized by two features today: tendency to use more experimental activities in school (Koppel, 
Reedik & Voronina 2010,  Pärtel 2010) and a growing network of the institutions proposing 
extracurricular activities related to science and technology, like the movement of smartlabs, 
engaging younger pupils in 24 laboratories in school year 2013/2014 with activities like 3D 
modelling, robotics and other fields of technology. (About... 2013) There are many workers 
outside of the general school system, coming to the idea to provoke the children’s interest to 
deal with science. 

recent study by the praxis centre for policy studies evaluating the outputs and outcomes 
of various activities for popularizing science and technology in estonia provided recommenda-
tion to offer more activities for younger pupils. While music, dance, sports and some other very 
popular sectors engage gifted children already very early, then the actions popularizing science 
adressed to the end of basic school cannot find so much interested followers, because the pupils 
already have preferred other fields of activities. (Haaristo, Kirss, Nestor & Mikko 2013, 6)  
hence the aim of the physicists to compile a textbook for beginning readers is reasoned by their 
recognition, that the notions and phenomena concerning physics are interesting for children 
already long before such themes are introduced in curriculum and today textbooks.  

their assumption is supported by the results of the newest study of the textbooks for 
the first school year (Vaik-Luga 2013). Analysing teacher’s evaluations to the reading material 
in primers used in school in 2012, the researcher points out teachers’ opinion, that the texts in 
primers do not widen pupils’ horizon, in other words - these are not very interesting for the pu-
pils of the first grade. Mostly the indicators by the teachers’ evaluation to the values of the texts 
are only on medium level. thus there should be some opportunities to include more enticing 
and enriching texts in primers. 

There is an engrained tradition concerning the primers and textbooks for the first school 
level to prefer the texts like short fairy tales, animal tales and descriptive texts about child’ 
everyday activities (Vaik-Luga, 2013). However the pupils of the first grade (they are seven 
years old in estonian school) are often experienced already in the computer world, they have 
travelled a lot, and their curiosity demands more input than the traditional primers’ texts would 
introduce. Already Bettelheim confirmed in his treatment of the problems of beginning reading, 
that the shortage of the reading motivation may be reasoned by meaningless texts in materials 
for the first steps in reading (Bettelheim 1982).

introducing the notions used in science and technology, a question arises about the genre 
of text more suitable to use in the materials for the beginning reader. there is the opposition 
between the narrative and exploratory types of text under discussion concerning the beginning 
readers abilities. although a number of scholars have argued the predominance of narrative 
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text in primary classroom, there are studies which confirm, that the children in primary school 
age are able to learn also about and from expository text. (Morrow & Gambrell 2003, 354) The 
results of pisa and other large comparative studies bring out that namely these young read-
ers who read a wide variety of material perform particularly well in reading (OECD 2010, 12; 
Uusen & Müürsepp 2012). 

Speaking about the beginning readers, pupils of the first grade are considered as the 
addressee of the texts in the current project, because it is the beginning of the formal compul-
sory education, where state institutions are obliged to provide necessary learning materials. of 
course reading skills develop from early childhood and the children coming to school at age 
seven years old are on different levels of their development of reading skills. By Vilimaa’s 
recent study (2013) mostly the pupils in the first grade use the reading by syntagmas or spell-
ing as their leading techniques. therefore they need texts specially compiled for their level of 
reading skills.  

According to Hiebert and Martin (2003, 362) there are three types of text for begin-
ning reader identified. These are high frequency texts, phonics texts and literature-based texts. 
In the texts described as high-frequency texts certain words are over-presented (for example 
some pronouns). phonics texts support word recognition through a preponderance of decod-
able vocabulary. concept of literature-based texts emphasizes the meaningfulness of the entire 
text, one form of which are “predictable” texts which repeat phrases or sentences. also hiebert 
confirms that any of texts can embody any of these supports to varying degrees (Hiebert & 
Martin 2003, 362). 

consequently the texts using the notions related to physics may be compiled using the 
features mentioned by hiebert and martin - high frequency of certain words, sound image 
based on the use of certain phonics and other literary ways to engage young reader. a book by 
semiotic Umberto Eco “The Bomb and the General” can be mentioned as a good example of 
the text using scientific notions in simple literary form (Eco 1989). Of course, a question may 
be asked about the non-fiction books already published for children: is it important to gener-
ate one more? unfortunately, these series of picture books about space, light, power and other 
physical phenomena are translated from other languages, and the text there is often deplored by 
the critics of children’s literature and reading teachers, because the translated text is not clear 
and fluent as necessary for the beginning reader (Kumberg 2001).    

thus according to the studies about reading habits and beginning reading, the initiative 
of the young physicists deserves support and interest by specialists of the primary education, 
especially in the light of the contemporary demand of the society to popularize the science to 
younger pupils. new reading material may be helpful to enhance pupils’ reading motivation as 
well to encourage their interest to science.   

Research Focus

current research focuses on a question about age-appropriateness of the vocabulary, 
selected by the physicists for textbook of beginning reading. suitability of the vocabulary will 
be analysed in the context of the theory of the zone of proximal development. the study in-
troduced here is significantly supported by Lev Vygotsky’s concept of the zone of proximal 
development (ZPD). The notion ZPD has been explained as “the distance between the actual 
developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential devel-
opment as determined through problem solving under adult guidance, or in collaboration with more 
capable peers” (Vygotsky 2005, 11). Thus, Vygotsky has viewed interaction with peers as an ef-
fective way of developing skills and strategies. Both Vygotsky’s and Piaget’s and other classics’ 
theories of social factor in learning are implied in today primary education practice and research 
(Blatchford 2005; Howe & Tolmie 2003, Wilkinson & Silliman 2000), and group work is an 
important issue of many innovative approaches in our primary education.  

While the current study was caused by the idea to compile a textbook for beginning 
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reading, when supporting communication in collaborative activities is very essential, then the 
vocabulary intended to innovate the reading material was tested in group work. if the pupils 
would be able to find solutions in group work, then according to the ZPD theory this kind of 
activity tends to belong to pupils ZPD.    

The main research purpose was to test, how the pupils in age 7 years would know the 
notions presented by the scientists for the experimental reading material.

Methodology of Research

General Background of Research

in principle the research question about the appropriateness of the words assumes an 
investigation of presence of these words in pupils’ passive vocabulary. Are pupils in the first 
grade able - at least somewhat - to understand the notions presented them, although probably 
they do not actually use these? 

researchers of children’s language point out a need to study children’s vocabulary con-
sidering the concrete context where they live and to create a corresponding instrument for 
measuring, additionally using informal methods to describe and analyse children speech. tests 
for assessment of passive vocabulary investigate connections between words and accordance 
between a word and an imagination (Karlep, 1998; Witt 1998, 279). Different tests, naturalistic 
observation, interviews with teachers and parents are necessary to use as mutually complement-
ing methods. General principles of authentic assessment are followed in current research, to 
ensure a situation similar to pupils’ everyday work in the lessons (Bagnato 2007).

 according to the theory of the zone of proximal development the collaborative learning 
is an important factor to empower the learning process. for that reason the work in group was 
an idea of the empirical part in current study. researchers were interested not in the individual 
performance of each pupil, but in the results the pupils demonstrate working in a group. 

recent studies of teachers opinions about the new primers demonstrate, that teacher’s 
judgements are mostly compliant with academic researchers’ results, concerning the quali-
ties like readability and complexity of the text (Rand 2013, Vaik-Luga 2013). Hence teachers’ 
standpoint was valued in the current study. teachers were interviewed to have their comments 
to the group work in their classrooms. also a group of primary school teacher students were 
asked to evaluate the appropriateness of the selected words, while today students have to be 
open to the innovative approach in teaching materials. 

 additionally the analysis of documents was used as a method, to compare how much 
the word selection is presented in the syllabus and textbooks for the age group studied in the 
research.   

Sample of Research

To treat the results in the light of the theory of ZPD, two different categories of pupils 
were asked to realize the task presented by the researchers. There were two classes of the first 
grade as presenters of normal school pupils, and a group of children, who additionally takes part 
in children’s extracurricular activities concerning science - the pupils visiting the club “friend 
of science”. 

The children were at age 7-8 years, 52 pupils of the first grade and 20 pupils, who addi-
tionally visit their science activities. the pupils worked in the groups four members per group.

there were three teachers interviewed in the study, two of them are the teachers of the 
first grade and one is the supervisor of children’s science club. As presenters of future school 
there were 36 students of the second course of teacher education department involved in the 
research. the students of the second year were selected because they have already certain ex-
perience at school, they have observed and analysed lessons and also many of them have their 
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personal experience in working with children, but at the same time they have not studied the 
didactics yet, they do not know the demands and rules of teaching concerning the topic and 
methods, thus they are relatively free of the limits in their imagination.

Instrument and Procedures

 a research instrument was a list with words and series of lists with pictures. the task 
given to the pupils was similar to the exercises and games they do in every lesson: match the 
picture and word. the words were given on a list, printed in big font. the pictures were on 
sheets separately each of them, with free place to write the notes there. 

the words used in the study were: rocket, crystal, magnet, rainbow, space suit, oxygen, 
digital, diode, universe, energy, galaxy, atom, bit, byte, nano. although some of the words pre-
sented in the research are only prefixes in our language (nano-, digi-/digital), these are used in 
spoken speech as nouns (digikas in the native language – a digital tool, digital camera, digital 
box etc), and their structure is relatively suitable for the beginning reader. 

some of the words signify very concrete things, but there are also words which meaning 
is more abstract; then there are the pictures with the objects, which denote some concrete cases 
of using the notion (like diode – LED lamp, bit – computer’s microcircuit, oxygen – human 
respiratory system). The pupils were instructed to find a picture to each word on the list and to 
write the word to the picture. additionally the pupils were encouraged to write their own com-
ments to the pictures. 

similarly the novice teachers were asked to match the pictures and the words. their task 
was also to note, what they think about the concrete notions in the context of the primary school 
teaching. namely, they were asked to write the number of the grade, when each of given words 
may be appropriate to introduce in classroom.  

additionally the data were collected by observation of pupils’ activity by the teacher 
of the same group of pupils. the teachers were asked to answer: how do they assess the ap-
propriateness of the words presented for their pupils? how do they comment the work process 
- matching words and pictures in the group? how do they compare the research procedure with 
their usual lessons and pupils’ activity with their everyday behaviour? interviews were taped.

comparative analysis of the word selection and topic in the parts of the national cur-
riculum, namely in the syllabi of science, technology and language was realized to see, which 
of the notions are expected to be treated in the first school stage.  

Data Analysis
 
according to the activities in research procedure the data were analysed in different sec-

tions: 
i. pupils’ answers
ii. teacher training department students’ answers
iii. interviews with teachers
IV. Analysis of syllabi

i pupils’ answers were analysed ascertaining which words are matched correctly and 
which not, and what kind of explanations are given to the words and pictures. summarizing all 
relevant answers given in group work the percentage of relevant answers was calculated.  

ii teacher training department student teachers’ answers about the appropriateness of the 
presented words were analysed by the grade mentioned in answers. student teachers’ proposals 
concerning the time to deal with the topic related to the presented notions was analysed and the 
minimum and the maximum age of pupils defined.  

iii audiotape interviews with teachers were analysed and text units coded, teachers’ an-
swers and comments were grouped by the subthemes according to the questions asked in in-
terview.  
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IV Results of comparative analysis of the word selection and syllabi of science, technol-
ogy and language brought out the notions presented in syllabi.  

Results of Research 

The results of the activities matching words and pictures are at first separately concerning 
the answers of the normal class and then in the group with additional extracurricular activity. 

All together there were 72% of relevant answers in the first grade, thus mostly the groups 
have given a lot of right connections between the words and pictures signifying the notions 
related to physics. Words known for each group in the first grade were: rocket, crystal, magnet. 
Words known for more than half of the groups were: rainbow, space suit, oxygen, digital, uni-
verse, energy, galaxy. no relevant answers were given about ‘nano’. only some answers were 
proposed for ‘atom’, ‘bit’, ‘byte’, ‘diode’. 

the connections were given like ‘oxygen’ - human organism, lung; ‘digital’ - computer, 
the switchboard, electronics, connector; ‘energy’ - solar panel, windmill, wind generator, diode, 
atom, nano, also an original word was given by children - ‘windrator’ (obviously from ‘wind’ 
and ‘generator’). the word ‘atom’ was not known very often, but the connections were with 
words

‘galaxy’ and ‘universe’ many times, while the schemes of the atom and the solar system 
seemed similar (teacher’s comment), the words ‘bit’ and ‘byte’ were associated with ‘computer 
scheme, diode, digital, energy, atom, galaxy, city plan, view from the air’ - while the picture of 
the microcircuit reminds an aerial photo. the picture of the nanomaterial was the most unknown 
in the first grade, there were comments that it seems to be similar to the cells and corals.  

the groups of pupils in the same age visiting their extracurricular activities in the club 
“Friend of Science” have given 93 % of relevant answers. Consequently all these words, pre-
sented in the study are less or more known for them. some single answers were not given to 
the words ‘diode’, ‘atom’, ‘bit’ and ‘byte’. even the picture-question about nanomaterial was 
simple for the children having some experiences in science.      

drawing together the results in both categories of pupils a conclusion may be derived, 
that the words less known by the pupils signify very small, invisible or abstract objects (atom, 
bit, byte) and these words are relatively new (diode, nano).   

students’ as future teachers’ opinions about the appropriateness of the presented notions 
are various. The notion solidly mentioned as necessary to treat in the first grade was ‘rainbow’. 
‘Rocket’, ‘magnet’, ‘space suit’, ‘oxygen’ are the words suitable to introduce during the first 
school stage (grades 1.-3, pupils age from seven to ten years). In many cases the students’ rates 
to the age-appropriateness diverge essentially. there are the future teachers who think, that the 
words  ‘crystal’, ‘digital’, ‘universe’,  ‘galaxy’, ‘atom’ note the phenomena important to intro-
duce already in the first grade or at least during the first school stage, at the same time there are 
their colleagues who would delay introduction to such phenomena to the end of the basic school 
(grades 8 or 9). Very generally students’ decision about the age-appropriateness of the notions 
harmonizes with pupils’ knowledge in the sense that the words which are less known for the 
children are noted as suitable to teach later, and the words known more by the children are sug-
gested to teach during the first school stage. Students commented their answers mentioning that 
their opinion is influenced by their own school experience: they remember which themes have 
seemed complicated for themselves during their study in basic school. 

Teachers both of the first grades and of the group of the club “Friend of Science” ap-
proved the attempt to innovate the reading material for children. they found the work in groups 
similar to their teaching process, confirming that the children are used to discuss and solve the 
problems in group work. all teachers who took part in the research admitted, that the children 
are very interested in a new knowledge, that they have used to follow the news in mass me-
dia, they catch new words and try to use them, and often the teachers have to recognize even 
children’s superiority especially concerning new media and technology. “Probably children’s 
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knowledge is not very deep, but I am not able to comment or to correct pupils’ sayings” - teach-
er’s saying in interview. the teacher of the extracurricular club is in a better position, while her 
work is to organise the meetings with scientists and the visits to the scientific and industrial 
centres, where the experts in different fields share their knowledge with children. 

Which of the notions used in the research, are presented in the syllabi of different sub-
jects for the younger school level? there is only the notion ‘magnet’ mentioned in the syllabi 
for the first school stage (grades 1 – 3).  

To demonstrate knowledge of the words by the pupils of the first grade and the presence 
of the words in the official syllabi the figure 1 is compiled.

rocket

crystal

magnet

rainbow

space suit

oxygen

digi

universe

energy

galaxy

atom

bit

byte

diode

nano

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

grade 1
friend of science
NC

Figure 1: Percent of the right answers by the pupils of the first grade and by the 
pupils in the club “Friend of Science”; presentation of the notions in 
National Curriculum in the section of the first stage. 

Discussion

While the research focused on the question of the age-appropriateness of the vocabulary 
proposed by the physicists for the material of the beginning reading, the answers has to be 
given, that these words are relatively known for the pupils in the first grade. Working together 
in the groups the pupils were able to match the words and the pictures, and specially the pupils 
visiting extracurricular activities related to science have demonstrated a good knowledge of 
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presented words. thus according to the idea of the zone of proximal development the results 
confirm, that the words related to physics may serve the goal to compile an innovative textbook, 
which topic is motivating for the pupils of the first grade. Proposed notions constitute meaning-
ful words, which by Hiebert & Martin (2003) are notably significant in the text for beginning 
reader. Thereby Hiebert & Martin (ibid) pointed out collective essence of reading training.  

How to treat the experience obtained in current research in wider context? The fields of 
reading teaching and science promotion were prioritized as the most significant to clarify the 
questions of the beginning reading material using the scientific notions. However the issues 
of the curriculum and the general justification of the topic of the primary education rise to the 
forefront. 

As mentioned above, in her study Lätt (2010) suggested to introduce the space phe-
nomena for the first school stage first and foremost in extracurricular activities. Relevance of 
extracurricular activities became evident also in the current study. the pupils visiting scientists 
knew more words related to physics, they seemed to be very well prepared to read the texts us-
ing vocabulary proposed in the research. 

at the same time a pupils’ chance to be involved in extracurricular activities depends on 
parents and teachers enterprise. how to reach all children into activities which are more inter-
esting than usual school lessons?  obviously the key person to enrich pupils’ experience might 
be the primary school teacher, who has wide horizon him/herself and who would be ready to 
learn new things him/herself. The students of teacher education department and the teachers 
interviewed in the study admitted, that they have to reappraise their own school experience 
related to science, because today children come from childhood environment which is very 
different from previous generation’s settings. above-mentioned recent study of popularization 
of science (Haaristo  2013, 6) highlighted that no teachers’ skills and knowledge nor existent 
textbooks do not support innovative learning sufficiently. Also there was a reproof that gener-
ally in society the scientific worldview is not accepted enough. Therefore, implementation of 
innovative reading material for beginning reading demands more than compiling a book. obvi-
ously there has to be an assisting material for the teacher and maybe also for the parents, or a 
website to open the issues for family reading and educational activities.    

Another issue inviting to discuss, is the presence of scientific notions in syllabi of pri-
mary school. the leaders of the science working group at national curriculum have expressed 
a doubt, that young pupils are not able to understand many phenomena in their deepest essence, 
and if the children would meet a concept too early, they would acquire a wrong and incomplete 
meaning of the notion (Koppel 2010; Pärtel 2010). Critically thinking this position seems to 
be neither very conscious nor consistent, while for example the sun is a very frequent motif in 
children’s text, but hardly a child has to think that it is “a sphere of plasma held together by its 
own gravity”. as theorists of learning and child development explain, the concepts are ideas 
only in our mind, they are made up of examples, and new facts and examples influence the 
concept’s forming (Parker 2005, 324). Smith (2008, 428), summarizing the studies about child 
knowledge and memory, points out that if the children have gained some information in certain 
field, then it is more simple for them to code the units of new information in the same field.  

How to legitimate the selection of topic, including reading material for the first school 
year, is a question related to many different disciplines related to the research of children’s 
thinking, language, teaching history, cultural tradition and other subjects. as strange as it may 
seem, it is not very simple to justify in academic concepts, what should be and what not should 
be the topic and the characteristics of the texts for beginning reading, as Hiebert & Martin 
revealed in their overview in a respectable handbook (2003, 361-362) that there is a limited 
number of studies on the effects of texts on children’s reading acquisition. Els Oksaar, the first 
president of the International Association for the Study of Child Language confirmed (Oksaar 
1987), that the child coming to school would use a second language - written language. How-
ever the study of children’s language concentrates on the earlier phases of pre-school develop-
ment. smith in his “understanding children’s development” recognised that there is lack of 
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consensus between theorists about development of children’s phonological, syntactic, semantic 
and pragmatic language. (Smith, Cowie & Blades 2008, 371). Looking on the history of the 
textbook development a cultural tradition seems to be the strongest influence in the selection 
of the text for beginning reading (Müürsepp 1998, Vaik-Luga 2013). From another side, today 
the research of the textbooks is losing its academic weight, because it is influenced by the pub-
lishing industry, as Hiebert warns (Hiebert & Martin 2003, 372). Obviously the compiling of a 
contemporary motivating and developing textbook for the beginning reader remains a mission 
solved in interaction with the target group. 

contemporary reading teaching ideology, pointing out the constructivist approach and 
concepts of emergent literacy and whole language develops the ideas of Vygotsky’s social con-
structivist theories in many aspects. the idea to motivate the pupils to read and to guess the 
words related to science and technology and to use these words in simple texts compiled by 
certain rules for beginning reading seems to be in accordance with up-to-date reading teaching 
theories. (Morrow 2012; Wilkinson & Silliman 2000).   

the issues of the elementary textbook have to be situated also in more general frame-
work of primary education. Alexander (2001, 146) has distinguished different approaches to 
primary education - elementary, preparatory, developmental, progressive, behavioural-mecha-
nistic, classical humanist and others. surely acceptance of certain reading material depends on 
the attitude of the respondent - or teachers, or parents, or publishers or else - towards the aims 
and functions of the primary stage. the presenters of the project introduced here believe that 
primary education has to open a wide horizon of knowledge of nature and human progress and 
to excite an interest to know more and more.    

Conclusions

current research concentrated on the question about the vocabulary selected by the phys-
icists for a textbook of beginning reading. age-appropriateness of selected words was tested 
in the first grade. Suitability of the vocabulary was analysed in the context of the theory of the 
zone of the proximal development. the results of the study demonstrate that the notions related 
to physics are relatively known for the pupils of the first grade, so that the activity based on 
this vocabulary may be defined as belonging to the zone of proximal development. The next 
step of the work has to be compiling of the texts using the notions and the study of children’s 
reception.    

the results of current research are important both for textbook compilers, encouraging 
them to use more contemporary vocabulary, known by the children from their everyday life, 
and also for teacher education to prepare the novice teachers to cope in rapidly changing edu-
cational environment. 
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